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 ROOMS

Individually decorated with rustic and classic elements, all rooms have an atmosphere of laid back sophistication. The comfort is in the details: 230 thread count cotton sheets, goose feather pillows and cushions, and soft lighting, combine to welcome our guests to the most soothing scenery.
 SEE THE ROOMS
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 HISTORY

For over 40 years, Casas Brancas Boutique Hotel & Spa has charmed visitors with its touch of style and sophistication. We are proud to have accompanied the growth of Búzios to one of the most searched and charming destinations in the world.
 EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
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 SPA

Whether it’s a weekend or a month, vacations must always be a relaxing time. For this reason, Casas Brancas Boutique Hotel & Spa always considers every detail, to make your stay unforgettable.
 Meet our special packages and explore the possibilities.
 EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
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 SPECIAL OFFERS

All bookings made 30 days or more in advance, may get a discount of 12%.
 Enjoy the quietest months of Búzios and get a deserved break from your routine.
 KNOW OUR OFFERS
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TESTIMONIALS


Ben (USA)
    
Casas Brancas team: Thank you so much for an unforgettable stay. The ‘pão de queijo’ alone  was worth everything. In all seriousness, we would like to thank the entire staff for their warm, welcoming gift of an experience. See you again!


Florencia y Andrés (Chile)
    
Beautiful hotel filled with welcoming and kind people. We really had a wonderful stay and got well deserved rest. We will not forget the delicious breakfasts! Thank you for everything!


Mônica (Brasil)
    
Excellence is what this team represents! They make guests have a true experience, not only a stay. Congratulations!


Letícia Esperança (Brasil)
  
It was simply marvelous! From the moment we first arrived to our departure, an incredible experience! We loved it and for sure will be back! Keep up being so welcoming, happy and attentive. Breakfast itself and the rooms are incredible! See you again soon!
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